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Twitter Power: How to Dominate Your Market One Tweet at a TimeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
   Praise for twitterpower    

    "As a forward-thinking entrepreneur, it's clear to me that Twitter is a must-use for any smart businessperson online. Joel Comm's Twitter Power is the must-read guide defining how to leverage the power of this incredible tool to brand and increase sales in an increasingly competitive...
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Sams Teach Yourself the Twitter API in 24 Hours (Sams Teach Yourself -- Hours)Sams Publishing, 2011

	This book on the Twitter API is geared to the programmer who is just a bit past
	beginner—who knows the basics of LAMP, including how to set up a basic server,
	PHP, JavaScript, HTML, and CSS. You do not have to be an expert programmer to
	use this book, but you should know how to look things up. In writing this book, we
	have tried...
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Creative Blogging: Your First Steps to a Successful BlogApress, 2011

	Creative Blogging shows you how to start blogging for the very first time to express your creativity, reach out and be heard—and even how to make money with your blog!

	

	You'll start at the right place: The beginning!  Learn answers to the most important and popular questions: What is a blog? Do I need a...
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iPad and iPhone Kung Fu: Tips, Tricks, Hints, and Hacks for iOS 7Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2014

	Printed in full color.

	

	A shortcut straight to power-user level with over 300 tips, tricks, hints, and hacks to make your Apple device the one thing you can't live without. Learn the secrets of FaceTime, Maps, Safari, and Mail. Transform your Apple device into a go-to office tool, as well as tighten security to...
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The Ultimate Web Marketing GuideQue, 2010

	EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT WEB, MOBILE, & SOCIAL MARKETING!

	
		
			Your expert, up-to-the-minute, A-Z reference & how-to guide

	
	
		
			Choose the right goals, media, & tools

	
	
		...
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ReactJS by Example- Building Modern Web Applications with ReactPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Create pragmatic real-world applications while learning React and its modern developer tools
	
		Build sustainable user interfaces by transforming data into components of UI
	
		Learn how to generate reusable ReactJS components effectively



	Book Description

...
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Complete Web Monitoring: Watching your visitors, performance, communities, and competitorsO'Reilly, 2009
Do you really understand your online presence? Are you confident that visitors can use your website? Do you know their motivations? How do online communities perceive your company? To innovate and adapt your business quickly, you must know the answers to these questions. Complete Web Monitoring demonstrates how to measure every aspect of your web...
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C++ How to Program (8th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	Welcome to the C++ computer programming language and C++ How to Program, Eighth
	Edition! This book presents leading-edge computing technologies, and is particularly appropriate
	for inroductory course sequences based on the curriculum recommendations of
	two key professional organizations—the ACM and the IEEE.


	The new...
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iOS 6 Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2012

	iOS 6 Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach is your code reference and guide to developing solutions on iPad, iPhone, and other iOS 6 SDK devices and platforms. This book provides in-depth code samples and discussions for scenarios that developers face every day. You'll find numerous examples of real-world cases...
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Twitter Data Analytics (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	This brief provides methods for harnessing Twitter data to discover solutions to complex inquiries. The brief introduces the process of collecting data through Twitter’s APIs and offers strategies for curating large datasets. The text gives examples of Twitter data with real-world examples, the present challenges and complexities of...
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Apache Spark 2.x Cookbook: Cloud-ready recipes for analytics and data sciencePackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		This book contains recipes on how to use Apache Spark as a unified compute engine
	
		Cover how to connect various source systems to Apache Spark
	
		Covers various parts of machine learning including supervised/unsupervised learning & recommendation engines



	Book...
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Getting Started with Meteor.js JavaScript FrameworkPackt Publishing, 2012

	Creating the most modern, dynamic, multi-user web applications quickly and easily is exactly what Meteor was designed for – and it’s all done in JavaScript. In this tutorial is everything you need to know to get started.


	Overview

	
		Create dynamic, multi-user web applications completely in...
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